
“I shall return!”

In 2016 Ronald Crump did not achieve his quest to be president of the United 
States. Here is a portion of his concession speech:

“As General McCarthy from one of those world wars said, ‘I shall return!’  Sure, 
I don’t use fancy, uppity words like ‘shall,’ but my sentiments are the same. 
‘The Crumper’ does intend to occupy the White House…somehow…(sustained 
cheers!)

“My fellow supporters, I predict that soon we will be in the throes of a Greater 
Depression. Look at the numbers: Professional athletes are draining the U.S 
of its resources.  Forty percent of all our money goes to NFL salaries alone!  Of 
course, the other 70 percent mostly goes to health care, but that ain’t my point. 
With that socialistic Obamacare finally abolished, the docs are flush and now 
my biggest backers. The docs rock!

“Sadly, the NFL no longer rocks. That ‘Iron Dick’ Mikedup quote about wimpy 
golf being the sport of choice is coming true. The game that I believe should 
take us out of a Greater Depression—not lead us there—currently is in ruin. 
Therefore, I have decided to step in…

“How will I step in it? I and a group of proctologists are buying the NFL. I am 
appointing myself commissioner. And I am expanding the league to 200 teams. 
Hell, ain’t it time your town got an NFL team?  And henceforth we will play 53 
games per year, and the players will all be paid the same: 10 bucks an hour…”

Here were the main factors in 2016 that helped Crump assume the presidency 
just a scant two years later:  

--Golf overtook football as the national pastime
--Somehow, proctologists became the richest doctors and, of course, were all 
behind Crump (pun intended)
--The Greater Depression did eventually devastate the economy, and Crump and 
group of anonymous rich people bought all of America at “yard sale” prices.
--The sitting president could not resist Crump’s generous offer to sublet the 
White House

READ ON TO DISCOVER HOW ‘THE CRUMPER” AND PRO FOOTBALL SAVED 
AMERICA…


